TEXT:

1. ACTION REQUIRED: NONE, FYI.


3. AT 0946 HOURS, THE SECURITY TEAM, ACCOMPANIED BY A MEDICAL
OFFICER AND [REDACTED] BOTH DRESSED UP AS SECURITY TEAM MEMBERS, OPENED THE LARGE BOX, HOODED SUBJECT, AND LED HIM OVER TO THE WALLING BALL.

THE INTERROGATORS TOLD SUBJECT TO GET ON THE BOARD, WHICH SUBJECT DID WITH NO RESISTANCE.

THE TEAM OBSERVED THAT AT THIS POINT SUBJECT APPEARED DISTRESSED AND HIS BREATHING WAS RAPID AND IRREGULAR.


AT ONE POINT, SUBJECT WAS ELEVATED TO CLEAR HIS AIR PASSAGE.
5. At 0958 hours the straps were removed; subject's breathing continued to be rapid. Subject was then instructed to get off the board under his own power, which he did. The interrogators pointed to the small box and said, "You know what to do." The subject sat on the floor and scooted himself into the small box at 1000 hours without protest or additional instructions.

6. Between 1000 - 1707 hours, subject was exposed to a variety of approved pressures, as follows: at 1130 hrs, taken out of small box, hooded, and made to stand against a cell wall; at 1230 hrs, back into the large box (unhooded)--note that medical officer dressed as security team member at this time gave subject betadine to clean wound. Subject was also given a topical antibiotic to apply to the leg wound (this same self-applied medical procedure was again repeated at 1857 hours); at 1345 hrs, subject was taken out of large box, hooded, and made to stand against the wall until 1430 hrs, when subject was allowed to sit on the cell floor. At 1450 hrs, back to large box; at 1603 hrs, into small box; 1612 hrs, subject was heard crying/whimpering/chanting; 1635 went from small box to floor, sitting down hooded; and 1655 hrs, returned to large box, unhooded.

7. The afternoon session began at 1707 hours. The security team opened the large box, hooded subject, and led him to walling wall. The interrogators removed the hood and signaled for security team to depart the cell. Using the rolled towel/neck support, interrogators asked subject what they had asked him for last session; subject mumbled a reply and was walled.
USING THE ROLLER TOWEL, THE INTERROGATOR LED SUBJECT TOWARD ANOTHER WALL TO ALLOW THE SECURITY TEAM TO ROLL IN THE SUBJECT. THE NECK COLLAR WAS ATTACHED TO THE BOARD. WHEN TOLD TO LIE DOWN, INTERROGATORS NOTED THAT SUBJECT COULD STOP THIS BY TELLING THEM WHAT THEY WANTED TO KNOW. SUBJECT WHIMPERED THAT HE HAD NOTHING.


SUBJECT (AND BOARD) WAS ELEVATED AS NECESSARY IN ORDER TO CLEAR HIS PASSAGE. SUBJECT CONTINUED TO WHIMPER. THE INTERROGATORS TOLD SUBJECT THAT THEY HAD BEEN PATIENT WHILE TALKING TO HIM FOR SEVERAL DAYS, THAT IT WAS TIME TO SAY THE TRUTH, THAT THEY WANTED TO KNOW WHAT HE KNEW WHEN HE WAS CAPTURED, AND WHAT HE KNEW OF THE TARGETS. SUBJECT RESPONDED THAT IF HE KNEW THE TARGETS, HE WOULD HAVE TOLD THEM. SUBJECT RAISED HIS OWN PLAN OF USING REMOTE CONTROL DEVICES. THE INTERROGATORS STOPPED SUBJECT’S DENIALS AND APPLIED THE WATER TREATMENT, AND TOLD SUBJECT THAT THEY WOULD NOT LET SUBJECT DROWN, AND THAT UNLESS HE PROVIDED THE INFORMATION, HE HAD BETTER GET USED TO IT. SUBJECT CONTINUED CRYING AND WHIMPERING.

AT THIS POINT, AS PREVIOUSLY PLANNED DURING THE EARLIER STRATEGY MEETING, THE INTERROGATORS TRANSITIONED SUBJECT FROM THE TOPIC OF CURRENT THREATS TO QUESTIONS RE SUBJECT’S INVOLVEMENT IN PAST OPERATIONS.

ACLU-RDI 6660 p.4
SUBJECT MENTIONED AHMAD RESSAM (MILLENNIUM BOMBER), GIVING BIN LADIN $50,000 FOR OPERATIONS AGAINST ISRAEL WHICH BIN LADIN USED FOR 9/11, AND GIVING MONEY TO BROTHERS IN LONDON WHO DID NOT USE THE MONEY (NFI—WILL EXPLORE AT LATER DATE). SUBJECT APPEARED TO GET OFF TOPIC, THOUGH SOME TEAM MEMBERS BELIEVED THAT SUBJECT WAS CONFUSED BY THE SWITCH IN QUESTIONING BETWEEN NEW THREAT INFO AND PREVIOUS THREAT INFO SUBJECT PROVIDED. WE SHOULD NOTE THAT FOR THE LAST SIX DAYS SUBJECT HAS BEEN TOLD THAT WE DID NOT CARE ABOUT PAST OPERATIONS, ONLY NEW CURRENT/FUTURE THREATS. THE INTERROGATORS PLAN TO REVISIT THE LONDON TOPIC DURING THE FIRST SESSION ON 10 AUGUST.

9. AT 1742 HRS, SUBJECT WAS UNSTRAPPED FROM THE BOARD AND THE NECK COLLAR WAS REMOVED. POINTING TO THE SMALL BOX, THE INTERROGATOR SAID, "YOU KNOW WHAT TO DO." SUBJECT GOT OFF THE TABLE, SAT ON THE FLOOR, AND SCOOTED INTO THE SMALL BOX AT 1743 HOURS. PRIOR TO CLOSING THE DOOR, THE INTERROGATORS SAID THAT WHEN THEY CAME BACK, THEY WOULD PICK UP WHERE THEY LEFT OFF.

10. IN A POST SESSION DEBRIEFING WITH [ ] WHO HAD DRESSED UP AS A MEMBER OF THE SECURITY TEAM AND HAD BEEN IN THE CELL DURING THE ABOVE INTERROGATION SESSION, THE TEAM DISCUSSED WHAT WERE THE NEXT APPROPRIATE STEPS TO TAKE REGARDING THE APPLICATION OF ISSUERS. THIS SUBJECT IS BEING ADDRESSED IN SEPARATE CABLE TRAFFIC.

11. NOTE: THE SECURITY TEAM OPENED THE SMALL BOX AT 1857 HOURS,
AND POINTED TO THE LARGE BOX. SUBJECT ENTERED THE BOX AND WAS GIVEN BETADINE AND A TOPICAL ANTI-BACTERIAL OINTMENT TO APPLY TO HIS WOUND. AT 1904 HOURS, THE SECURITY TEAM CLOSED SUBJECT WITHIN THE LARGE BOX. THE PLAN IS TO TAKE SUBJECT OUT OF THE LARGE BOX TO SIT ON THE FLOOR HOODED CIRCA 0100 HOURS 10 AUGUST 02 LOCAL IN ORDER NOT TO EXCEED 18 TOTAL HOURS IN THE BOX WITHIN A 24 HOUR PERIOD. SUBJECT WILL THEN RETURN TO THE LARGE BOX CIRCA 0300 HOURS, WHEN THE NEXT 24 HOUR PERIOD WILL START.

END OF MESSAGE

SECRET